Attention selectively routes the most behaviorally relevant information from the stream of sensory inputs through the hierarchy of cortical areas. previous studies have shown that visual attention depends on the phase of oscillatory brain activities. these studies mainly focused on the stimulus presentation period, rather than the pre-stimulus period. Here, we hypothesize that selective attention controls the phase of oscillatory neural activities to efficiently process relevant information. We document an attentional modulation of pre-stimulus inter-trial phase coherence (a measure of deviation between instantaneous phases of trials) of low frequency local field potentials (LFP) in visual area Mt of macaque monkeys. our data reveal that phase coherence increases following a spatial cue deploying attention towards the receptive field of the recorded neural population. We further show that the attentional enhancement of phase coherence is positively correlated with the modulation of the stimulus-induced firing rate, and importantly, a higher phase coherence is associated with a faster behavioral response. these results suggest a functional utilization of intrinsic neural oscillatory activities for an enhanced processing of upcoming stimuli.
increases with attention in a behaviorally relevant manner 16, 27, 30 . Moreover, recent investigations document a prominent role of low frequency oscillations, especially in the alpha/theta band, in attentional processing and shaping large-scale task-related functional networks of the brain [31] [32] [33] . Alpha oscillations provide periodic alternations in the neural excitability, causing a rhythmic modulation of perception [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . Similarly alpha amplitude in human cortex has been shown to be manipulated by attention to modulate neural processing 40 . Although there is substantial evidence for an attentional modulation of low frequency amplitudes, the role of low frequency phases in attentional processing is controversial.
The phase of low frequency oscillations modulates local neural activities represented by gamma band activity, which presumably enables distant brain regions to interact 41 . Some studies have shown that the phase of ongoing neural oscillations is responsible for periodic sampling by visual attention 42, 43 . Furthermore, the phase of low frequency oscillations facilitates information transfer and neural coding in the brain 44 . Therefore, low frequency phase may be a possible neural correlate underlying the preparation of the neural system to process upcoming sensory stimuli.
Pre-stimulus neural activity has been shown to be a determinant of retrieving episodic memory, perception of environmental information and attention-related variability in response speed [45] [46] [47] [48] . Interestingly, it has been shown that pre-stimulus brain activity causally determines the perception of transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)-induced phosphenes 49 . In addition, it has been shown that the phase of low frequency oscillations is responsible for this causal relationship 47 . Furthermore, attention has been reported to determine the phase of low frequency neural oscillations in order to influence neuronal responses and behavioral responses to external events 19 . Lakatos et al. showed that V1 neurons are phase-locked to those rhythmically presented stimuli that are attended, presumably to generate a larger evoked response and induce faster behavioral response times 19 . Nevertheless, it is not clear whether spontaneous, rather than externally induced low frequency neural activities are harnessed by attention. Given the prominent role of low frequency phase in shaping perception, we hypothesize that selective attention should control the LFP phase, potentially to route information in the brain.
Here, we investigate the influence of attention on the phase of pre-stimulus low frequency oscillations. We calculate the effect of attention on inter-trial phase coherence (a measure of deviation between instantaneous phases of trials) at low frequencies in area MT. Our results reveal that phase coherence increases when attention is deployed towards the receptive field of the recorded neuron. We further show that higher phase coherence leads to shorter reaction times and phase coherence modulation (PCM) correlates positively with attentional modulation of firing rate after stimulus onset, together suggesting that phase coherence is a tool that attention exploits to generate an optimal visuo-motor response.
Materials and Methods
Animal welfare. The scientists in this study are aware and are committed to the great responsibility they have in ensuring the best possible science with the least possible harm to any animals used in scientific research 50 . All animal procedures of this study have been approved by the responsible regional government office (Niedersaechsisches Landesamt fuer Verbraucherschutz und Lebensmittelsicherheit (LAVES)) under the permit numbers 33.42502/08-07.02 and 33.9.42502-04-064/07. The animals were group-housed with other macaque monkeys in facilities of the German Primate Center in Goettingen, Germany in accordance with all applicable German and European regulations. The facility provides the animals with an enriched environment (incl. a multitude of toys and wooden structures 51, 52 ) , and natural as well as artificial light, exceeding the size requirements of the European regulations, including access to outdoor space. Surgeries were performed aseptically under gas anesthesia using standard techniques, including appropriate peri-surgical analgesia and monitoring to minimize potential suffering 53 .
The German Primate Center has several staff veterinarians that regularly monitor and examine the animals and consult on procedures. During the study the animals had unrestricted access to food and fluid, except on the days where data were collected or the animals were trained on the behavioral paradigm. On these days the animals were allowed unlimited access to fluid through their performance in the behavioral paradigm. Here the animals received fluid rewards for every correctly performed trial. Throughout the study the animals' psychological and veterinary welfare was monitored by the veterinarians, the animal facility staff and the lab's scientists, all specialized in working with non-human primates. The animals participating in this study were healthy at the conclusion of our study and were subsequently used in other studies.
Behavioral paradigm and recording. Two male monkeys were trained to perform a spatial attention task in which they had to detect a brief change in either the color or direction of one of two moving random dot patterns (RDPs) 54 . Each trial started when the monkey touched a lever and fixated its gaze on a central fixation point. After 150 ms, a cue, either a small static colored RDP or a moving RDP (the same for blocks of 20 correctly completed trials) appeared on either side (near the fixation spot), informing the monkey to which of the two upcoming stimuli it should attend to (covering 0.75° and at a distance of 2° of visual angle from fixation). After 500 ms, the cue disappeared and the RDPs were shown in the two visual hemifields. A single dot in the RDPs was 0.1° of visual angle large and the dot density was equal to 8 dots per deg 2 . The size, motion direction and speed of the RDPs were matched to the properties of individual recorded neurons per session. One of them was placed inside the receptive field of the neuron being recorded and the other was shown outside the RF, on the opposite side of the screen in the symmetric position relative to the fixation point. A brief color/direction change occurred after a random time between 500 and 3550 ms in the target or distractor stimulus. The monkeys were rewarded with a drop of juice if they successfully reported the target change and ignored the distracter change. In those trials in which no target change occurred, the monkeys had to continue holding the lever until the trial ended after 3550 ms following the onset of stimuli. LFP and single unit signals were recorded from area MT of the two monkeys using a five-channel multi-electrode recording system (Mini-Matrix, Thomas Recording, and Plexon data acquisition system, Plexon Inc.). Each electrode's signal was split into LFPs and spike trains by hardware filters. LFPs and spikes were amplified and digitized at 1 kHz and 40 kHz, respectively. More details about the task are available in the original publication based on this dataset 54 . Here, we focused on the correctly performed trials.
preprocessing and time-frequency analysis. The recordings came from 27 sessions (7 from one animal and 20 from another). Some of these sessions included multiple recording sites within area MT, providing a total number of 11 and 29 sites from each animal. Here, we focused on the data from sessions containing at least 50 hit trials, which are from a total of 31 recording sites. All analyses were carried out in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA). The LFP phases were aligned to correct the phase lags created by the recording hardware using the method suggested by 55 . LFPs reflect the summed neural activity across the synapses of a population of neighboring neurons 56 . Despite the retinotopic organization of MT, the receptive fields of neighboring neurons do not fully overlap, expanding the population receptive field compared to the individual neurons' receptive fields. Therefore, even the spatial cue might evoke a response in the LFP despite being outside the neural receptive field. To avoid any contamination of the activity evoked by cue presentation, with the calculation of phase, our analysis window started from 100 ms after cue onset. We extracted the LFP signals coming from the 600 ms interval starting from 100 ms following the cue onset until 700 ms after it. To compute the PCM maps, LFPs were filtered into 4 Hz bins with steps of 1 Hz using the function eegfilt from EEGLAB toolbox (a band pass least-squares linear-phase FIR filter) with the filter order of 3*(sampling_rate/low_cutoff_freq) 57 . There were 5 frequency bins available for the time-frequency analysis, with the centers changing between 6-10 Hz and the 600 ms LFP from each trial was zero-padded by a 1000 zeros before the interval and 1899 zeros after it. Thus, the concatenated zeros had a length of more than three times of the analysis time window, to avoid any edge effect by the filter. To calculate the attentional index, spike density functions were computed by convolving a Gaussian kernel function (σ = 30 ms) with the spike trains. phase coherence measurement. For each frequency band, Hilbert transform was used to compute the instantaneous phases of the signals. We computed the inter-trial phase coherence separately for trials in which the monkeys attended to the stimulus inside the receptive field (attend-in condition) and for those trials in which the monkeys attended to the stimulus outside receptive field (attend-out condition). To compute this phase coherence for each attention condition in a given frequency band and time point, the following analysis steps were taken: 1. We imposed unit-length vectors with their phases coming from the trials with the corresponding attention condition at the given frequency band and time. 2. Phase coherence was quantified by calculating the length of the average vector. 3. We calculated the attentional modulation of phase coherence for each frequency band at each time per site using the following formula: (attend-in phase coherence -attend-out phase coherence)/(attend-in phase coherence + attend-out phase coherence). 4. Phase coherence modulations (PCM) were averaged across sites. For the behavioral analysis, we used a similarity measure of each trial phase to the global mean phase at a specific time-frequency point for attend-in trials. Therefore, we chose a similarity measure which is derived for each trial by computing the magnitude of the circular vector summation of a trial's phase with the global mean phase vector while both of them were normalized to unit. In this way, the maximum value of this similarity measure is 2 (when a trial's phase is in the same direction as the global mean vector) and the minimum is 0 (when a trial's phase is in the opposite direction of the global mean vector).
Statistics.
For testing the significance of attention's effect on phase coherence, we performed a paired ttest across the phase coherence values coming from each site in the two attention conditions at every time-frequency pair. To correct for multiple comparisons, we controlled type I error with a false discovery rate (FDR) algorithm 58 . Hence, the time-frequency pairs with their p-values lower than the optimal p-value generated by the algorithm (here 0.016) were taken as significant. For the circular statistical analyses, we used the Matlab-based Circular Statistics Toolbox 59 and permutation test. For the permutation test for the measurement of phase coherence, we shuffled the trials into two subsets of trials for 10,000 times and calculated the difference in phase coherence to generate a distribution. Then we assessed the location of the real phase coherence difference in this distribution to obtain p-values. To calculate the significance of the frequency with largest PCM-AI correlation (5.8 Hz), we shuffled the attention labels (attend-in & attend-out) of trials and calculated the spectral power at 5.8 Hz for 10,000 times. The comparison of the original spectral power with the random distribution gave us the p-value.
Results
Two monkeys were trained and cued to covertly direct their spatial attention to one of two moving random dot patterns (RDP), each presented in one hemifield. Within the cued pattern, they had to detect a brief change in the color or motion direction, ignoring changes in the distracter (Fig. 1A) . We recorded single unit and LFP signals from 31 sites in the visual area MT of the two monkeys, while they carried out the task. Both animals showed a high behavioral performance. Overall, target detection rates for color and direction tasks were 91% and 88%, respectively. Monkey C correctly ignored the distractor in 85% and monkey T in 91% of the trials. Monkey C & T's average behavioral reaction time was 392 ms and 351 ms, respectively (see the details of the behavioral paradigm and recording in Materials and Methods).
To investigate if attention induces any preparatory neural activity before processing upcoming visual stimuli, we analyzed the Local field potentials (LFPs) following 100 ms after cue onset and before the onset of the RDPs, a time window without a stimulus in the receptive field. To study if attention modulates the variation of instantaneous LFP phases across trials, we computed the inter-trial phase coherence separately for trials in which the monkeys attended to the stimulus inside the receptive field (attend-in condition) and for those trials in which the monkeys attended to the stimulus outside receptive field (attend-out condition). Figure 1B maps the difference of this phase coherence between the two attention conditions (named here as inter-trial phase coherence modulation-PCM) starting from 100 ms after the onset of the cue until 700 ms later, in 4 Hz bands sweeping the low frequency range, with center frequencies stepped by 1 Hz from 6 to 10 Hz (4-8 Hz, 5 to 9 Hz, etc.) (results obtained for other frequency ranges shown in Fig. S1 ). The colors represent the PCM magnitudes. Those time-frequency pairs with a significant PCM are indicated with a white border (p < 0.01; ttest) in the map (See Materials and Methods for more details). A star marks the position (200 ms, 6-10 Hz) of the highest PCM (31%) across all time points and frequencies (PCM for other frequency ranges as well as the phase coherence for the attend-in and attend-out conditions, separately are shown in Fig. S1 ). This effect was independent of the number of trials performed in a session ( Fig. S2 ). As shown in Fig. 1B , there is a cluster of time points across neighboring frequencies centered at 8 Hz, in which attention has enhanced the phase coherence significantly for the attend-in relative to the attend-out condition. A sample site's phases are presented in Fig. 1C , showing that the LFP phase is more densely concentrated in the attend-in subset of trials (red), compared to the attend-out trials (200 ms, 6-10 Hz) (p < 0.001; permutation test). Figure 1D shows the distribution of the average phase (over trials) for all sites. The average phases of sites are clearly more coherent in the attend-in than attend-out trials at (200 ms, 6-10 Hz) (p = 0.034; permutation test). This further indicates that the phase coherence between sites is also enhanced in attend-in, compared to the attend-out condition.
To examine if the PCM effect is not an artefact caused by a transient sensory response of the cue (assuming that LFP has a larger amplitude in attend-in compared to the attend-out condition, when cue evokes a sensory response), we separated the sites where cue (shown in attend-in condition) enhanced the LFP amplitude or reduced it (compared to the attend-out condition). Supposing that the maximum phase coherence is confounded As the figure shows, the trials in the attend-in condition are more coherent (towards phase 330°) than trials in the attend-out condition (p-value < 0.001 for attend-in condition, p-value = 0.9 for attend-out condition; Rayleigh test, p-value < 0.001 for difference in phase coherence; permutation test) (D) Histograms of average phases of recording sites separated by the attention condition. The polar histograms consist of 15 bins and in each bin, the number of average phase vectors of sub-trials (separated by attention condition) in sites is plotted (p-value < 0.0001 for attend-in phases, p-value = 0.12 for attend-out phases; Rayleigh test. p-value = 0.034 for difference in the coherence of the sites' average phases between attention conditions; permutation test). The mean vectors of the attend-in and attend-out groups are shown in red and blue, respectively (See Also Figs. S1-S4).
by the cue's transient sensory response, we made this division based on the average LFP amplitude in the 100 ms interval surrounding the instance with the maximum PCM (200 ms after the cue onset; "evoked response control window" of 150-250 ms from cue onset, Fig. 2A ). Figure 2B shows the average LFP amplitude within the evoked response control window for the two groups of sites (the sign of the amplitudes were retained). The "with sensory evoked response" and "without sensory evoked response" groups are depicted in orange and green, respectively. Figure 2C ,D show the time-resolved average LFP responses for these two groups, separately. We assume that if the PCM effect is simply a side effect of the cue's evoked sensory response, then the PCM should be observed www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ only in sites with a sensory evoked response. However, both groups of sites showed a significant PCM ("with sensory evoked response": p = 0.001- Fig. 2E , "without sensory evoked response": p = 0.027- Fig. 2F; ttest) . Selection of other control windows (50-100 ms or 1-500 ms from cue onset) produced similar results (p < 0.05 for both groups in both control analyses; ttest). These results suggest that the PCM observed here, is caused by attention, rather than being a side effect of the cue's sensory response.
It could be argued that the comparison of phase coherence measurement across attention conditions may be confounded by the differences of signal to noise ratios in the LFPs across conditions. To test this, we separately calculated the power of LFP oscillations within the 6-10 Hz frequency range and compared it between the attention conditions. The attend-in and attend-out conditions showed no significant difference between their spectral power ( Fig. S3 ), suggesting that the observed PCM is not a side effect of different spectral powers. In addition, it could be possible that PCM is a result of a difference in the arousal level between the attend-in and attend-out trials, rather than the location where spatial attention is directed towards. To test this, we analyzed the reaction times (as a quantification of the average arousal level in a trial) in each of the two conditions. No systematic difference was observed between the reaction times of the two conditions (p-value = 0.0548 Wilcoxon signed Rank test between sessions' average reaction times; Attend-in average RT = 357 ms and Attend-out average RT = 354 ms; Fig. S4A ). We further excluded those sessions where the attend-in condition was faster than the attend-out condition (corresponding to sessions with a higher arousal in the attend-in condition) and recalculated the PCM (at 200 ms, 6-10 Hz). The PCM distribution for those sties recorded in these sessions, was still significantly above zero, meaning that even though the reaction time is not lower for attend-in trials, there still exists a positive PCM, hence the PCM is not a side effect of arousal (Fig. S4B) .
To further investigate if the pre-stimulus PCM observed here, is involved in the attentional processing of stimuli coming in the future (and correspondingly reaction time to their change), we next asked if PCM is associated to the well-known neural signature of attention, "spike rate enhancement" 54 . We calculated the correlation between PCM at (200 ms, 8 Hz) and attentional modulation of firing rate after stimulus onset across sites. Attentional modulation of firing rate was calculated at time points prior to any transient stimulus change, using the attentional index given by the formula: (attend-in spike density function -attend-out spike density function)/ (attend-in spike density function + attend-out spike density function). We found that PCM was positively correlated with the attentional index following stimulus onset (average Pearson R = 0.076, p-value < 0.0001 for sites with positive PCM; ttest - Fig. 3A ; also average Pearson R = 0.026, p-value < 0.0001 for all sites). PCM at other low frequency bands (as addressed in Fig. 1B; 4-12 Hz) did not show a higher positive correlation with the attentional index. This indicates that recording sites with a higher PCM showed a higher attentional modulation in the neurons recorded from them. Together with our previous observation that post-stimulus firing rate predicts reaction time 60 , our data suggest that phase coherence may influence the attentional processing of upcoming stimuli, leading to a more efficient behavior. Each time point in Fig. 3A indicates the magnitude of correlation between these two measures across sites. Interestingly, both the dynamics of this correlation and that of the attentional index showed an oscillatory regime within the theta band (the spectral maximum at 5.8 Hz Fig. 3B ; though marginally significant due to the data size: p-value = 0.07, permutation test) and 7.32 Hz (Fig. 3C) for the correlation and attentional index, respectively). This indicates that a higher pre-stimulus PCM is associated with an enhanced post-stimulus attentional modulation of firing rate, suggesting that attention may functionally exploit phase coherence to enhance the neural representation of upcoming stimuli (Fig. S5) .
Our findings suggest that attention resets the phase of low frequency oscillations before the onset of the behaviorally relevant stimulus. This may lead to a more efficient alignment of excitability phases as a preparatory mechanism to better process the upcoming visual stimulus. Therefore, we predict that the monkey's behavioral performance (as a consequence of neural processing's efficiency) is linked to phase coherence. We hypothesize that attention shapes sensory processing by modulating inter-trial phase coherence within low frequency oscillatory activities. Given that attention enhances the behavioral detection of stimulus changes 61, 62 , represented by LFPs as long as several seconds before and gamma coherence right before the response event occurs 60, 63 , we asked if the modulation of phase coherence mediates the attentional influence on behavior. We conjecture that in those sets of trials with a higher phase coherence, the sensory cortex is prepared more effectively for processing sensory input, leading to a better performance in detecting stimulus changes. We evaluated this by investigating the potential link between phase coherence and the response time of monkeys in reporting the stimulus change. We determined if there is any relationship between how similar a given trial's phase is to the mean phase, and the reaction time in that trial. The global mean phase (GMP) used in this analysis is the circular average of phases from the trials of all sites with at least 50 trials at the time-frequency pair with the maximum PCM (200 ms, 8 Hz). We expect that in trials where the phase is closer to the GMP, the monkey responds faster. For this step, we analyzed the GMP of attend-in trials due to the higher magnitude of phase coherence among these trials. We observed that the phases of attend-in trials pooled across all sites are significantly biased towards the GMP (p-value < 0.0001; Rayleigh test). We calculated the correlation between the similarity of phases to GMP (calculated separately for each animal) and reaction times of the trials and observed that there is a significant negative correlation in the point with the maximum PCM (200 ms, 8 Hz) (Pearson's R = −0.047; p-value < 0.02). This shows that the monkey responds faster as the trial's phase gets closer to the GMP. Further, we grouped the attend-in trials into 16 bins based on their reaction times. We observed a significant negative correlation between the reaction time of the bins and their phase coherence (Pearson's R = −0.57; p-value = 0.02- Fig. 4A ). To further visualize this, we plotted the phase coherence within the extreme percentiles of the trials according to their response time. Figure 4B illustrates the distribution of vectors for the low and high response time percentiles. The results show that among attend-in trials, the phase coherence of the 5.75 percentile of trials with the smallest response time was higher than that of the 5.75 percentile of trials with the largest response times (p-value < 0.0001 for the low response time percentile, p-value = 0.42 for the high response time percentile; Rayleigh test, p-value = 0.011 for phase coherence difference between the two groups; permutation test). These low response time trials were widely distributed in terms of www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ their change event times (mean = 2,775 ms, SD = 714 ms) and were not significantly different with the change event times for high response trials (p-value = 0.2, Kruskal-Wallis test), confirming that the fast responses were not anticipatory responses irrespective of the change event. This suggests that phase coherence is a contributing factor to the performance of primates in detecting visual changes, indicating that attention may harness the low frequency phase to improve perception and behavioral responses depending on this perception.
Discussion
Recent studies have documented that attentional performance oscillates and that this is associated with low frequency fluctuations of neural activity. Here, we hypothesized that attention may systematically modulate these low frequency neural oscillations to enhance the representation of upcoming stimuli. To evaluate this, we recorded local field potentials (LFP) from visual area MT of behaving monkeys, while they performed a visual change detection task, with the focus of their spatial attention directed either inside or outside the receptive field of the recorded neuron. Our data reveal that switching attention into the receptive field increases the inter-trial phase coherence within low frequency oscillations around 8 Hz, starting 200 ms after the spatial cue. This suggests that attention aligns the phase of low frequency oscillatory neural activities to the cue, to optimally prepare processing the upcoming stimulus, shown at a predictable time. We further observed that this increase in phase coherence is correlated with the attentional modulation of the single neurons activity, and even the behavioral speed of the animals' reaction to the stimulus change.
Our main frequency of interest (8 Hz) has been shown to govern endogenous attention 33, [64] [65] [66] . Importantly, Landau and Fries showed that (1) attention samples multiple stimuli periodically, (2) an attended location is sampled at a frequency of 8 Hz (4 Hz per location) and (3) a cue in one hemifield could reset the attentional sampling temporarily and orient it towards the location of the flash 64 . Here, we document that attention aligns the phase of the oscillatory activity in the same frequency range across trials. This suggests that the physiological correlate of the 8 Hz perceptual sampling at the cued location is the phase of LFP at this frequency in a trial. In other words, attention might use the phase of 8 Hz in order to sample the cued location. While other less sustained and of a wider-band frequency range components (like ~15 Hz) show a similar effect starting shortly after the cue (Fig. S1 ), whether they are not sensory artefacts of the spatial cue and that their effect is maintained long enough to influence the processing of the stimuli remains a question for future studies.
But what evidence supports the existence of such a link between the phase of LFP and perceptual sampling? Based on our investigation of reaction times, phase coherence is correlated with subsequent response times of the subject, as a signature of perception efficacy. Similarly, Harris et al. reported that detection of targets depends upon the low frequency phase (in both attended and unattended locations) 67 . Furthermore, Busch and VanRullen reported that the visual detection threshold is periodic and strongly correlated with the pre-stimulus phase of EEG signals 42 . Also, Fiebelkorn et al. documented that the fronto-parietal network's low frequency fluctuations coordinates the attentional spatial sampling 66 . Our results are consistent with a rhythmic account of attention, which suggests that attention enhances the perceptual efficacy by aligning the LFP phases preceding the onset of the behaviorally relevant stimulus 68 . It may seem surprising that the PCM effect at its highest magnitude appears only transiently after cue, however as Fig. 1B illustrates, positive PCM lasts up until the onset of stimuli, indicative of a preparation for processing the stimuli. Considering the fixed and short interval between cue and stimulus onset, the pre-stimulus period is conceivable to be dominated by the stimulus-locked preparatory activities (as shown in Fig. S1 ). Future investigations may study the stability of this effect by increasing and randomizing the cue to stimulus interval's length to remove the preparatory signal.
Low frequency oscillation entrainment has been shown to be maintained in LFPs and single unit activities, and to influence perception even when there is no oscillatory visual stimulation 69, 70 . Other studies containing an ongoing oscillatory stimulation, did not clarify if the internally generated (rather than the externally imposed) brain rhythms are influenced by attention. Previous research in the auditory cortex has shown that theta and alpha phase have a profound role in sensory computations, without involving any sensory mediation 71 . Brain oscillations have been shown not only to follow but also to maintain rhythmic external events 72, 73 . By using an alternating visual stimulus to induce a neural rhythm, Schroeder and Lakatos showed that attention entrains the phase of the rhythmic neural activity in visual cortex to better process the behaviorally relevant stimulus 74 . However, their paradigm leaves unclear if attention influences the endogenous oscillatory neural activities. To answer this question, instead of rhythmically presenting the visual stimuli, we presented non-rhythmic stimuli. Our results show that in the absence of any externally evoked neural rhythm, attention modulates the LFP phase preceding the onset of the behaviorally relevant stimulus. Similar to our study, Voloh et al. reported that in the absence of an external sensory entrainment, attentional cues can induce a phase reset which can synchronize high frequency activities and further help the selection of relevant sensory stimuli 75 . However, they did not determine whether their observed phase alignment was induced by either the sensory cue or the monkey's attentive state, rather than selective attention.
Low frequency LFPs have been shown to predict the onset of small fixational eye movements (microsaccades) 76 , which are known to influence neural responses and detection performance 77 . Therefore, one other possible mechanism through which inter-trial phase coherence modulates behavior is by controlling microsaccades. By excluding epochs that followed microsaccades, Spyropoulos et al. documented that theta rhythmicity is even more pronounced in epochs devoid of microsaccades, suggesting a microsaccade-independent role of theta rhythms in controlling behavior 23 . Future studies may address the direct role of these rhythms in behavior, by focusing on microsaccade-free pre-stimulus trial epochs.
We observed the highest attentional modulation of phase coherence within the alpha band. This frequency band has been under investigation in many recent studies, which have shown that alpha band activity inhibits neuronal processing in task-irrelevant areas 78, 79 . On the other hand, a decrease in alpha band power can lead to enhanced excitability 80 . The pre-stimulus alpha phase can change neuronal excitability in order to modify temporal perception, independent from alpha amplitude 34 . Our study confirms these reports in suggesting that alpha band activity provides a functional tool for selective attention. It can modify the temporal profile of peaks and troughs in the neural activity through phase manipulation, and the spatial profile through changing alpha power. This means that in cortical areas with a larger alpha amplitude, there is more inhibition, and in this way the brain can control a neural population's potential to suppress activity with attention. Along this line, van Diepen et al. showed that the power and not the phase of alpha oscillations can be modulated by top-down cognitive functions such as attention 81 . However, their study differs from ours in that they examined the phase coherence at the time of target presentation, while we focused on the interval where the monkeys are preparing for the appearance of the behaviorally relevant stimulus. As our results suggest that phase coherence is used as a preparatory mechanism, it is not expected to observe any modulation of it during stimulus presentation. Therefore, our data suggest that the alignment of phase is a tool to prepare the neural system for processing upcoming stimuli, rather than a tool to better process a presented stimulus. Another study has found a similar temporal effect as our finding within the temporal cortex of humans 82 . They reported that the magnitude of inter-trial coherence increases after cue onset and that phase coherence and performance are positively correlated, consistent with our findings. They speculated that the magnitude of inter-trial coherence could be a measure of attention magnitude among different trials and further suggest that this may reflect neural changes of temporal cortex activity in response to top-down influences. Here we show the first evidence suggesting that attention selectively increases phase coherence in a sensory area that is involved in processing the target stimulus while suppressing it in the attend-out condition.
Esghaei et al. showed that switching spatial attention to a neuron's receptive field reduces the coupling of both gamma oscillations and spikes (both representative of local neural processing) to the low-frequency phase 12,83 see also 23 . These observations may challenge the current finding in that they suggested the coupling of local neural activity to the low frequency phase to have a suppressive role in attention. In the same line, Spyropolous et al. showed that theta rhythms are more prevalent in the attend-out rather than attend-in condition 23 . However, in the majority of previously used attention paradigms, the stimuli were presented inside the receptive field during the cue period (the period we focused on for phase coherence analyses). Our data on another hand show, in the absence of visual stimulation, that attention exploits the phase of low frequency neural oscillations, potentially to enhance the preparatory mechanisms of visual processing. Correspondingly, when the stimulus appears inside the receptive field and the MT neuron is actively engaged for the task, attention may not use the oscillatory activity anymore. Thus, attention decouples the neurons from the ongoing rhythm to allow them fire independently of one another, to enhance information capacity encoded by individual neurons 12, 84 . Meanwhile, it continues to rhythmically sample the other unattended regions by increasing the magnitude of theta at the engaged brain areas. This challenges the notion that attention uses the oscillations always in the same manner. Our results suggest that the function of these oscillations actually depends on the task needs at a given moment; which could be either enhancement of the rhythm for maximizing spatial sampling, or decoupling of neurons from the rhythm's phase to maximize the neural discrimination within the receptive field.
Inter-areal phase coherence has been proposed to control communication between neighboring brain regions. Zanto et al. showed that alpha-band phase coherence is responsible for long-distance top-down modulation of inter-areal communication by phase-locking separated regions 85 . Since an enhancement of inter-trial phase coherence may aid inter-regional phase coherence (by independently resetting each area's fluctuations), our finding is in line with the above report, suggesting a neural mechanism by which attention may facilitate the communication of sensory area MT to higher cortical areas. Moreover, it has been shown that the pre-stimulus phase gates information transfer between distant cortical regions 47 . The main frequency of their finding (7 Hz) has been shown to synchronize neural outputs among task-related areas which as they point out, can also be described by the communication-through-coherence hypothesis 47, 86 . This hypothesis suggests that two areas communicate when their excitability states synchronize. On the other hand, low frequency phase can be a tool for coordination of neural oscillations across anatomical and temporal scales during attention. According to Voloh and Womelsdorf, oscillations provide time windows for the optimal transfer of low-level sensory information to higher areas. They suggest that the response to stimuli can be changed dramatically by resetting the oscillations' periods of excitability to match the presentation of the target stimuli 44 . In line with their finding, here we suggest that attention controls the synchronization of MT with higher cortical areas by aligning the low frequency LFP phases of trials for better communication. Whether other frequency ranges (such as Beta) are also involved in this needs to be examined using simultaneous recordings from the visual cortex and higher-level areas.
In summary; we documented a link between attention and phase coherence in low frequency LFPs. Our data show for the first time that attention selectively enhances the inter-trial phase coherence of low frequency oscillations of LFPs in visual cortex. We further found that higher inter-trial phase coherence leads to an enhanced neural representation and consequently, faster behavioral responses. This is in line with the suggestion that attention improves perception by controlling the phase coherence of ongoing neural oscillations before stimulus onset. Our results provide the first evidence indicative of a functional use of low frequency phases by attention to improve neural representations of attended stimuli.
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